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Open Minutes of the Meeting held remotely 
via Zoom on Wednesday 24th November 2021 
at 9:30  
  

 

Attendee  Position  Organisation   Contractor Group  

Lucy Dean Chair Dean and Smedley  AIMp 

Martin Wilson (MW) Treasurer Well Pharmacy  CCA 

Peter Prokopa (PP)  Chief Officer   South Staffs LPC     

Alison Crompton (AC)  Member  PCT Healthcare Ltd   AIMp  

Narinder Chahal (NC)  Member  N&J Chemists    IND  

Chris Ward (CW)  Member  Boots UK    CCA  

Jeet Patel (JP) Member Morrisons Pharmacy  CCA 

Kieran Eason  Member Eason Pharmacy  IND 

Simon Hay (SH) Engagement & 
Support Officer  

South Staffs LPC   

Sam Cadman (SC) Member Lloyds Pharmacy  CCA 

Jonathan Bridgett (JB) Member  Tesco Pharmacy  CCA 

Mohammed Eshak 
(ME) 

Member Stafford Health and 
Wellbeing Pharmacy 

 IND 

Apologies     

Indy Grewal Member Coven Pharmacy  IND 
  
Agenda – Members only – 9:30 

1121.1 Welcome and Apologies. 
Apologies from Indy Grewal 
Declaration of Interest 
SH- CHS 

1121.2 Presentation – Connected Pharmacy Programme Amanda Molloy, Collaborate Consulting 
Members introduced themselves to Amanda Molloy (AM) and then AM did a presentation on 
the Connected Pharmacy Programme. 
The presentation went through the following: 

1. A reminder of what Connected Pharmacy is 
2. A progress report 
3. A tour of the Basecamp 
4. Opportunity for Questions 

Questions asked following the presentation:  
At the last meeting was there a good spilt across the sector? It was reported that the split had 
been good. 
What are the dates for the next Cohort (which will include Staffordshire and Stoke)? It was 
agreed that the best time would be early February 2022.  
ACTION: PP will feed that back to Tania Cork (TC) who is on the Steering Group. 
ACTION:  For SSLPC to think about what our cross-section initiatives would be – so they can pre-
populate Base Camp 
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It was thought that our Cross Sector Initiatives would be similar to those already on for Cohort 
1. 
Once AM had left the meeting there was a further discussion on Connected Pharmacy and the 
presentation. 

1. What is the point and where is the funding coming from? 
The funding is coming from NHSE but it is only for training and not backfill. 
The point is to improve networking and build it from the bottom up unlike IMPO which 
is building from the top down. 
It was agreed that it will be a massive challenge to get the workforce engaged. 

2. There was a question about what it was and what it was about. 
ACTION: It was agreed that PP would share the original slides which explained more 
fully the background behind the idea. 

3. If we do this funding and workload is going to be a huge problem – If we do this, what 
could we stop doing? 

4. It would be interesting to know from Cohort 1 what the breakdown, age profile and 
what the employment status is. 

ACTION: LD and PP will keep informed at CPWM group and they will push TC on February 
Launch. At January Meeting we will come up with some initiatives. 

 
1121-3 Minutes 

a) To approve the Minutes of the LPC Meeting held on Wednesday 13th October 2021. 
The open minutes of the LPC Meeting on 13th October 2021 were approved as 
amended; Proposed – MW; Seconded -SC 

b) To approve the Minutes as amended of the LPC Annual Contractor Meeting on Tuesday 
14th September 2021. 
Approved: AC, Seconded: LD 

 
1121-4 Actions Review/Matters arising. 

721.6d: IMPO and ICS 
We have two people signed up to do presentations for the New Year meetings – January: Katy 
Maddock, (Head of Pharmacy, Keele) and February: Amin Mitha (CCG). Sue Thompson and 
Andrew Campbell have also committed to future meetings.  
It has been agreed that PP and TC would be the right people to attend working groups with the 
Engagement Team. 
 
721.10b: Dr Rasibs Surgery 
Things have improved a little, but we are waiting an update with Sharuna Reddy. 
 
821.4 – ongoing issues with eRD 
SH had been doing briefings in Stoke and is proposing starting with some lunchtime learning 
dates with PCN Pharmacists. The initial one will be CPCS but follow up ones could be DMS, 
Hypertension and Asthma. It is hoped that there will be one or two per month. 
 
1021.7c Extended Care 
 SH had reported that Cheshire were looking at introducing different PGDs for skin conditions 
such as ingrowing toenails and Asthma flare ups. 
PP reported that in the last 24 hours PGDs for ENT had been shared with LPCs. 
 
1021.7c – Physician’s Assistant Issue 
This is with the Quality Team at CCG, and we are waiting for a response. 
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1121.5 Regulation  

a) Change of ownership application for Jhoots Healthcare Limited at 7 Lichfield Road, 
Burntwood, Staffordshire, WS7 0HH by Pharmeasy Ltd 

b) PP reported that we have had a significant number of changes to supplementary hours 
recently particularly in relation to Saturdays. 
PSNC have two templates, a long one which is too long and very onerous and a short 
one with everything stripped out. It was thought that the short one was too short, and 
PP voiced his concerns about this. 
ACTION: VR to send PP a PharmOutcomes template which is used by Cheshire and 
Merseyside to look at. They took out a lot of the detail in the long form that wasn’t 
relevant.  
PNA has to be published by October 2022 and it takes about 12 months. The 
consultation period is 60 days. 

 
1121.6 Lead 

a) Independent Review – DISCUSSION – Engaging Contractors ahead of the 2022 vote. 
There was an update but it didn’t say anything that we didn’t already know. 
The key point is that we are waiting for the Prospectus that we are going to vote on. 
How do we (SSLPC) ensure that we get the best engagement from Contractors? 
The concern is that Contractors don’t see this as a priority and therefore won’t engage. 
CCA haven’t given any advice yet as they don’t know anything yet. 
Another concern is that they won’t give Contractors enough time to consider the 
Prospectus before voting. 
Voting will be done by a block vote – multiples will vote on behalf of the pharmacies 
and not by individual pharmacies. 
Key groups for engagement are smaller groups or independents. 
ACTION: Ask Jan Nicholls to raise at PLOT whether we are anticipating a change in 
timeline. 
This is a concern as there was only a 12 month extension to LPC and PSNC election 
cycles and this could impact on that. 
ACTION: Direct contractors to the RSG website and promote that this is still ongoing. 

b) LPC November Conference 2021 
This was attended by PP and JP. 
i) JP gave us the key points 

CP Workforce initiative. - they were looking at pay for Pharmacists, however most 
Pharmacy Assistants and Dispensing Assistants are on basic wage. This should also 
be looked at. However, as prices, wages and NI contributions rise and there is no 
more money coming in from the Government this could be difficult.  
Joint Pharmacy Working – Is it time to look at Joint roles – people working for CP 
and PCN 
Funding in the NHS System- there is funding there but we don’t know what it’s for 
and CP could be missing out.  
Designated Medical Prescribers for pharmacists undertaking the Independent 
Prescribing course – it’s difficult to find a GP willing to support a Pharmacist. 
Funding is coming from NHS to support this, but it will be limited. 

 
PP and SH had met with CD of Seisdon looking at issues that had been colouring their 
views of CP. She was about to advertise for a 4 day a week Pharmacist but was willing to 
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advertise for 2 days in CP and 2 days in PCN. This is a genuine effort to improve the 
relationship between GP and Pharmacists. 
Lloyds are keen to explore possibility of joint posts, however, there will be a lot of detail 
to be worked through. There is a Pharmacist in Lincolnshire that works between 
Pharmacy and PCN. ACTION: AC agreed to contact Chris Kelly to find out more 
information. 

c) South Staffs Local Representatives Forum 4/11/2021 
PP, MW and SH attended, and they took the opportunity to promote what we do. 
Adam Morby had moved to a new role – Community Dentistry Lead for Midlands 
Region. South Staffordshire LDC, are, therefore, looking for a new secretary. 
Everyone feeling the same about ICS and the lack of mandatory contractor 
representation. It was agreed that the next meeting would in the new year. 

d) DHSC Consultations 
i. Original Pack Dispensing Consultation 
PP had distributed the notes prior to the meeting. 
It was flagged that Pharmacies get paid a snipping fee. That fee sits outside the global 
sum and is charged back to CCG. This is worth £24 million per year. 
Sodium Valporate was raised as a key medicine in safety issues. It is thought people are 
still slipping through the net. This was why it had been singled out.  
It was maybe time to look at providing information to patients in a different format, one 
that patients would read. 
ii. 2016 Hub and Spoke Consultation 
This is a response from previous consultations and there is a commitment by 
Government to revisit that. This is parked but we will keep watching for further 
developments 
ACTION: PP will write an LPC response. Members to send any comments in addition to 
those already discussed by 6th December. 
PP to raise snipping fee issue at PLOT 
e) CPWM & CHS SOC 
CPWM – nothing to add to the draft notes 
CHS – we need to decide what the relationship between LPC and CHS should be to 
ensure we’re fair and equitable to all commissioners. There was a discussion about this 
relationship, and it was decided that we don’t think our relationship with CHS should be 
any different than other commissioners. We will not act as their eyes and ears on the 
ground. We are not convinced that we need a memorandum of understanding as we 
don’t have them for other contractors. We will support them as we do with other 
commissioners or prime contractors but will not promote them. There are also 
concerns over LPC Members/Officers being CHS Directors and the governance of those. 
ACTION: PP will take that summary back to CPWM in January.  

f) CCA questions 
MW will discuss the questions with PP. If CCA members need to add any comments 
please contact PP. MW will send the response to CCA members prior to sending back to 
CCA 

g) AIMp questions 
No change to questions. LD will complete and send them. 
 

1121.7 CONFIDENTIAL 
Locum booking issues- ref contractor email (doc 1121.7) 
See separate sheet. 

1121-8 
 

Be Effective 
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a) To consider extension to Engagement and Support Officer fixed term contract 
Agreed to extend the contract for another 12 months 
Proposed: MW, Seconded: KE 

b) Finance – Year to date performance to end October 2021 
i. Trial Balance  
ii. Budget Variance  

There will be a 3-month levy holiday, and this will be reviewed after. 
Next years budget will be discussed at the Executive Meeting in December and the 
Finance Sub Committee in January before bringing it to the next LPC Meeting 

c) Meetings reports  
MAPCOG – the conversation about informing LPCs of closures so they can provide 
support where needed was helpful. PCN Leads could encourage people to post on Whats 
App groups if a Pharmacy is having to close. It is also helpful to let the GP practice know. 
ACTION: News Update – put in a reminder to contractors to let GP practice know when 
they close. Make sure their Business Continuity Plan is in place and up to date and that 
they signpost to other pharmacies wherever possible. 
PSNC have a Business Continuity Plan checklist which is quite good and could be shared. 
Keele update:  Undergraduate placements will be in secondary care - they are trying to 
focus on where they can deliver for this year and spend the money. However, it is part of 
their plan to include Community Pharmacy.  TC and PP are in discussion with Jackie as to 
how to proceed with this. 
ACTION: PP to raise with Jan at PLOT about Contractors being paid for ongoing COVID 
costs. 

d) Correspondence – nothing to add 
 

 
1121.9 

 
Maximise Opportunities 

a) PQS Update 
i. NMS Gateway Criterion Data 
This is live. The data we have is up to end of September. There is a concern that we don’t 
know how many contractors are falling short. There are a number of Contractors that 
haven’t yet delivered any NMS up to end of September. Members agreed that we can 
chase Contractors showing 0 on the spreadsheet via telephone. 
ACTION: To put a reminder of the importance of NMS and highlight in the Newsletter. AH 
to phone round Contractors. 
ii. PCN Domain Update 
Most PCN Leads have either had meetings or have scheduled them. If Companies have 
pharmacies in our area, could they remind them. 

b)  GP Referrals to CPCS 
Currently South Staffs have had 1,000 referrals and North Staffs 1,500. We are the 2nd /3rd 
best performing ICS. We have some 15 practices live, 10 in training and more asking to do 
it. 
Issues:  
i.GP are not giving out back door referral numbers so SH is taking that up with NHS 
Midlands. Also, that some Pharmacies are reporting that if they’ve used that number 
Practices have not been happy and that they are being told that GP Practices don’t have 
to give that number out or, sometimes, that they don’t have a back door number.  
 ACTION: SH to take back to Datix Quality Review Group that this is a potential problem. 
PP to pass on other examples to SH.  
ii. Pharmacies are not dealing with referrals quick enough and are light on the 
information provided to the GP practice. 
We are progressing steadily and there is some money on the table. 
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iii.SH pointed out that some early practices had been using NHS Mail template for 
referrals, however, since NHS spent money getting the EMIS integrated Module  so if the 
practice is EMIS it will now go through PharmOutcomes.  
ACTION: SH to look at whether Contractors get charged for referrals through 
PharmOutcomes and Pharm Referrals. 

c) Hypertension Case finding 
There are a lot of Pharmacies who have signed up for this. 
It was clarified that if a Pharmacy has signed up for the service and is monitoring blood 
pressure then if they meet the criteria for ambulatory then this should be done. Also, if 
you accept a referral from a GP to do a Blood pressure check before issuing oral 
contraception then if they meet the criteria for ambulatory then they should go on to 
that too. You can also accept a direct referral from a GP for an ambulatory check 

1121-10 Contractor Support (not covered elsewhere) 
a) New Medicines Service – CPWM pharmacist training 

There are some online sessions commissioned by BSOL, this was originally for their own 
contractors, but it has been agreed that all contractors can participate, and the cost will 
be shared. These dates were shared on the Newsletter. 

1121-11 Commissioners Report 
a) NHS England – Covered already 
b) CCG- nothing but referred back to meetings that had started in North Staffs and Stoke 

in local engagement and how we progress. 
c) Staffordshire Public Health – focused on PNA. 

 
 
1121-12 Any Other Business 

PP: Gill had thanked everyone who came to her leaving meal. 
SH: It is thought that LFT will carry on until the end of March, Staffordshire County 
Council are just waiting for confirmation from Central Government.  
Hopefully next meeting SH will be able to give more information about Community 
Rapid Intervention Service (CRIS) which is like flying prescribing nurses that people can 
call on if they have someone who is very poorly at home. This is used by GP practices 
and SH and TC are talking about Pharmacies being able to refer suitable people in. This 
is currently running in North Staffs, but it is hoped that this will be across Staffordshire 
in Spring. 
Next meeting SH will hopefully have more information on finalised contracts with 
Humankind. 
ACTION: CRIS: SH will arrange for someone to attend the February meeting to explain 
more about the service 
JP: Extended Care Service – struggling to provide the cover needed due to Pharmacists 
absences. SH suggested that they ask Locums to become accredited. If you get a referral 
that you can’t complete due to lack of Pharmacist, then make sure you pass it on to a 
pharmacist that can complete it – don’t pass it back to the surgery. 
KE: Waste Medicines – KE has been trying to find out about the quantity of waste 
medicines that are returned but no-one tracks them. NHSE couldn’t help. He was 
concerned that DSPs were not actively promoting collection of unwanted medicines via 
website/other comms, leading to patients returning unwanted medicines to “bricks and 
mortar” pharmacies, with impact of staff resources and space etc. 
NC also reported that she was receiving a lot of medicines that had come from other 
pharmacies and online ones. 
Following the meeting KE reported that PSNC hadn’t realised it was an issue and are 
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now adding it to a list of issues with DSPs. CP need to complain so that NHS England will 
take notice. 
ACTION: PP to check with AP about collecting waste for UTI. 
ACTION: AC will send a request to Phil Day to see if he could help 
JB: We’ve had the first example (in Bristol area) of BSA reclaiming money from PQS 
payments last year because PCN didn’t achieve 70% vaccination target for the over 65s. 
This was not a local issue. 
This could be a problem this year due to stock shortages. ACTION: PP will raise this at 
PLOT 

 1121-13 Next Meeting: Wednesday 12th January 2022 at 9:30 – at Dean and Smedley meeting room. 
   
 
Documents: 
1121.3a – Draft October Minutes  
1121.3b – Draft Annual Contractor Meeting Minutes 
1121.4 – Actions List 
1121.7b – Meetings Reports 
1121.7di – Trial Balance to 30th September 2021 
1121.7dii – Budget variance to 30th September 2021 
 
 
LPC Meeting – Wednesday 24th November 2021   Agenda Items in BOLD 
NHSE&I Communications Received 

a) 23/09/2021: PCSE Market Entry – No Significant Change Relocation: ME1213 - Boots UK Limited 
WS11 8XP - CAS-93920-B3Z1S3  

PSNC Communications Received 
 
07/10/2021: PSNC News: Pharmacy Commissioning : PNE Pharmacy briefing on combating health 
inequalities| Hypertension Case-Finding Service commences| Flu vaccination for frontline primary care 
staff  
07/10/2021: PSNC News: LPC News 08/10/2021: PSNC News: RSG Update  
08/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Advance payments webinar nor on-demand| The year at PSNC| 
CPCS Buyers Guide published| Submission of Temporary Safeguarding Payment claims| MHRA Drug Safety 
Update  
11/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Guidance on accessing DHSC flu vac stock published| PSNC 
press coverage on flu vac supply| Safety culture survey| Extension of emergency regs  
13/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Record number of flu jabs delivered| Hypertension Case 
Finding webinar on-demand| PQS assessment framework| CPCS IT webinar| Guidance of commissioning 
pharmacy services  
14/10/2021: PSNC News Alert: Health Secretary backs expanded minor ailments role for pharmacy 
15/10/2021: PSNC News: October 2021 Price Concessions 1st update  
15/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: PSNC Policy Team blog| Commissioning toolkit| PNA guidance 
published| International Pharmacy Technician Day| Kent LPC CEO vacancy  
18/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Outgoing PSNC CEO gives Pharmacy Show speech| New paper 
FP34Cs and changes to sorting requirements| RPS inclusion and diversity events  
19/10/2021: PSNC News: Price Concessions 2nd Update 19/10/2021: PSNC News: Focus group update, 
Contractor voting process  
20/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Funding to support community pharmacy integration| PSNC 
PNA guidance published|Pharmacy IT survey| How PSNC promoted pharmacy in 2020\21  
21/10/2021: PSNC News: LPC Websites Upgrade: On demand workshop| Access to new sites| go-live dates 
22/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: PQS Aspiration payment deadline|Mandatory health 
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campaign| October Drug Tariff changes|Hypertension Case-Finding webinar recording  
27/10/2021: PSNC News: October 2021 Price Concessions 3rd Update  
27/10/2021: PSNC News: Correction – October 2021 Price Concessions 3rd Update  
27/10/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: PSNC responds to todays budget| LFD test kit stock 
check|November Drug Tariff Watch notices| PQS Aspiration payment deadline  
29/10/2021: PSNC News: LPC News: November meeting of LPCs and PSNC| PNA guidance for LPCs and 
HWBs published| NHSE&I support for community pharmacy integration| Upcoming RPS inclusion and 
diversity events 
 29/10/2021: PSNC News: LPC Website Upgrade; New FAQs| Accessing your new site| Latest development 
updates  
29/10/2021: PSNC Newsletter: Over 3 million pharmacy flu vacs administered|Temporary Safeguarding 
Payment claims| PQS aspiration payment deadline| PSNC’s C-19 response in 2020/21  
01/11/2021:PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Accessing earlier advance payments| Reminder of prescription 
sorting changes| NHS profile manager coming early 2022| end to PEPS  
02/11/2021: PSNC News: October 2021 Price Concession Final Update  
03/11/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: PQS Evidence Workbook| Full CPAF questionnaire|Additions to 
DND list|NHS Prescription Services Newsletter|Self Care Week  
04/11/2021: PSNC News: LPC News: November Meeting of LPCs and PSNC| Deadline for registering 
delegates and agenda  
05/11/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Look out for winter vaccines campaign materials| FP34C 
submission reminder| PSNC delivers data driven evidence| Recent PSNC Briefings  
08/11/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Post Payment Verification activity for Out of Pocket expense 
claims| AMS virtual event to help with PQS| Medicine Supply Notification Updates  
10/11/2021: LPC Sites Update: Image library and latest development updates  
10/11/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Minister gets flu jab at pharmacy| Updated flu vac PGD and 
national protocol| Compulsory C-19 vac for NHS staff| £16m investment in workforce development| 
Changing pharmacy opening hours  
12/11/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Pharmacies benefit from earlier advance payment timetable| 
DHSC consultation updates| PPV activity for OOP| SSPO5 extended| Self Care Week  
15/11/2021: PSNC News: PSNC Newsletter: Final mandatory health campaigns agreed| PQS NMS gateway 
criteria data published|PSNC’s work during 2020/21| NHS health writing guide 
 


